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Abstract. Spain represents an important part of the tourism 

sector in the Western Mediterranean, which has been affected 

in the past by tsunamis. Although the tsunami risk at the 

Spanish coasts is not the highest of the Mediterranean, the 

necessity of tsunami risk mitigation measures should not be 

neglected. In the Mediterranean area, Spain is exposed to 

two different tectonic environments with contrasting char

acteristics. On one hand, the Alboran Basin characterised 

by transcurrent and transpressive tectonics and, on the other 

hand, the North Algerian fold and thrust belt, characterised 

by compressive tectonics. A set of 22 seismic tsunamigenic 

sources has been used to estimate the tsunami threat over the 

Spanish Mediterranean coast of the Iberian peninsula and 

the Balearic Islands. Maximum wave elevation maps and 

tsunami travel times have been computed by means of nu

merical modelling and we have obtained estimations of threat 

levels for each source over the Spanish coast. The sources on 

the Western edge of North Algeria are the most dangerous, 

due to their threat to the South-Eastern coast of the Iberian 

Peninsula and to the Western Balearic Islands. In general, the 

Northern Algerian sources pose a greater risk to the Span

ish coast than the Alboran Sea sources, which only threaten 

the peninsular coast. In the Iberian Peninsula, the Spanish 

provinces of Almeria and Murcia are the most exposed, while 

all the Balearic Islands can be affected by the North Algerian 

sources with probable severe damage, specially the islands of 

Ibiza and Minorca. The results obtained in this work are use

ful to plan future regional and local warning systems, as well 

as to set the priority areas to conduct research on detailed 

tsunami risk. 

1 Introduction 

The Western Mediterranean is an area of great development 

in the tourism sector, with increasing population and key to 

the economy of several countries. Among these Spain rep

resents an important part of the sector supply, being preemi

nent in the Gibraltar Strait, the Alboran Sea and the Balearic 

Sea, which are the areas studied in this work. The recent ex

perience of the 2003 Boumerdes-Zemmouri earthquake and 

tsunami has shown that even moderate events can produce 

sea waves with enough energy to cause significant economic 

losses. 

In history, tsunamis of varied impact occurred on the 

Spanish coasts, more destructive on the Atlantic than on 

the Mediterranean. On the Atlantic coast the tsunami genic 

events are produced in the Gulf of Cadiz area, where the 1755 

great Lisbon earthquake and tsunami took place. Although 

the potential to generate destructive events in the Mediter

ranean area is lower than in the Atlantic, in the past there 

have been events serious enough to be recorded. In addi

tion to the tsunami of 2003, in 1856 there was another sim

ilar event in the Djijelli Area, Northern Algeria, which was 

recorded in the Balearic Islands. In the Alboran Sea are also 

known tsunamis that affected the Spanish and African coasts 

in 1790 (IGN, 2009) and locally in Almeria, in 1804 (IGN, 

2009) and perhaps in 1522 (Reicherter and Htibscher, 2007). 

Within the area of the North-East Atlantic and Mediter

ranean, Spain is one of the countries with a higher tsunami 

risk, not only because of the danger and exposure of their 

coasts, but also because of its high population density and the 

importance of tourism infrastructure to the country's econ

omy. Spain is part of the Intergovernmental Coordination 

Group for the Tsunami Early Warning and Mitigation System 

in the North-Eastern Atlantic, the Mediterranean and con

nected seas (ICGINEAMTWS) from the Intergovernmental 

Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO (IOC-UNESCO). 



Table 1. Parameters of the considered tsunamigenic seismic sources from Alvarez-G6mez et al. (201 Oa,b). 

source trace tips km km km km ill 

Source xl yl x2 y2 top oottom length width dip strike rake Mw slip 

Alooran 
ARNFE 
ARNFW 
ARSFE 
ARSFW 
TBF 
CFS 
CFC 
CFN 
CFC+ CFN 

-3.283 35.900 -2.938 36.079 
-3.742 35.575 -3.437 35.894 
-2.686 36.001 -3.596 35.606 
-3.72fJ 35.536 -4.280 35.289 
-4.266 35.550 -3.734 35.642 
-2.667 36.495 -3.064 36.288 
-2.673 36.495 -2.326 36.748 
-2.324 36.751 -1.858 37.059 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

CFS + CFC + CFN 0 
YFE -2.987 36.098 -2.082 35.952 0 
YFW -1.038 35.690 -2.090 35.862 0 
North Algeria 
S-O 0.135 36.317 0.678 36.557 0.5 
S-1 1.262 36.700 1.881 36.738 0.5 
S-2 1.869 36.842 2.480 36.919 0.5 
S-3 2.583 36.961 3.204 36.962 0.5 
S-4 3.449 36.809 3.964 37.084 0.5 
S-5 4.082 37.085 4.703 37.071 0.5 
S-6 4.576 36.905 5.119 37.146 0.5 
S-7 5.400 36.713 5.916 36.988 0.5 
S-8 5.916 36.988 6.472 37.207 0.5 
S-9 6.637 36.981 7.180 37.221 0.5 

While a regional warning system is beneficial for the whole 
area, the proxlinity of some tsunamigenic sources to the 
Spanish coast makes the development of a local warning sys
tem essential. 

In this paper, we characterise the potential tsunamis gener
ated by sources close to the Iberian Peninsula in the Mediter
ranean area. The objective is to identifY the hazardous 
sources and the areas where the impact of tsunamis is greater. 

2 Seismic sources 

At the Western end of the Mediterranean, two distinct ar
eas can be defined in terms of geology and tectonics. On 
the one hand, we have the Alboran Sea environment, char
acterised by a dominant transcurrent tectonic type and sec
ondly, the Tell Atlas belt, Northern Algeria, characterised by 
a compressive type of deformation forming tbmsts and folds. 
Both areas were incorporated by Papadopoulos and Fokaefs 
(2005) as a tsunarnigenic zone with intermediate potential 
based on historical records of tsunamis. 

The Northern African coast is geologically formed by the 
Rif-Tell-Atlas mountain range. An orogenic system built 
up approximately from the Paleocene-Eocene to the present, 
in the context of the Alpine orogeny, which configured the 
present orography of the Mediterranean borders. The ac-
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45 11.4 75 
93 12.7 60 
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42 11.04 85 
42 11.04 85 
54 11.04 85 
96 11.04 

138 11.04 
83 10.15 80 
97 10.15 80 

55 16 50 
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45 6.71 1.02 
10 6.74 1.07 
70 7.1 1.56 
70 6.91 1.32 
75 6.92 1.34 
15 6.7 1.01 
15 6.7 1.01 
15 6.81 1.16 

7.08 1.57 
7.24 1.9 

101 170 6.96 1.39 
282 -170 7.03 1.51 

61 90 7.3 4 
86 90 7.3 4 
81 90 7.3 4 
90 90 7.3 4 
56 90 7.3 4 
92 90 7.3 4 
61 90 7.3 4 
56 90 7.3 4 
64 90 7.3 4 
61 90 7.3 4 

live deformation of the area is caused by the North-North
Westward motion of the African plate towards the Eurasian 
plate, taking the latter as fixed. The rate of motion is 4-

6 mmlyr (DeMets et ai., 1990; McClusky et ai., 2003; Ser
pelloni et ai., 20W). This motion is accommodated here 
by a system of tbmsts and folds striking NE-SW to E-W, 
with a double vergence, towards the South-East and towards 
the North-West. These structures are interpreted in the con
text of a transpressive system (Morel and Meghraoui, 1996). 
This area absorbs around 2-4 mm/yr (40-60%) of the to
tal convergence between the plates (Morel and Meghraoui, 
1996; Meghraoui and Doumaz, 1996; Serpelloni et ai., 2007). 
The mentioned tectonic structures, frequently known as seis
mogenic inland (Bezzeghoud et ai., 1995; Yelles-Chaouche 
et ai., 2003), have their continuation offshore and are the 
most probable sources of tsunamis in the area (Alasset et aI., 
2006). 

In this tectonic context, we have used tsunamigenic seis
mic sources proposed in the database of the European 
project TRANSFER and published by Alvarez-G6mez et ai. 
(2010b). Basically, there are 9 seismic sources whose char
acteristics are similar to those responsible for the earth
quakes in El-Asnarn, 1980 and Boununerdes-Zemmouri, 
2003. These sources represent low-angle reverse faults verg
ing towards the North and North-West capable of generat
ing Mw =7.3 earthquakes. These faults form the Northern 



Fig. 1. Seismic sources modelled as probable tslUlamigenic worst 
cases foc the Spanish Mediterranean COa'lt (taken from AIvarez
G6mez et al., 3)lOa,b). The thick lines are the smface trace of the 
faults and the focal mechanisms represent the rupture characteris
tics. The black line of each double couple is the fault plane. 

bOlll1dary of the deformatiml belt of N orthAfrica's Atlas ma
terial tlnusting over the Algero-Balearicbasin. We modelnot 
only the tlrreat of these sorn:ces ml the coast of the island of 
Majorca, as did Alvarez-G6mez et al. (201 Cb), but also the 
Balearic Islands and the Mediterranean coast of the Iberian 
Peninsula. To the nine mentioned SOlu:ces, we have added 
a new mle with the same characteristics, but located on the 
Western edge of the thrust belt, with convergence towards the 
NW (S-O in Fig. 1). 

The other area of the study zone is the Alboran Sea, lo
cated between the Betic Cordillera (Southern Spain) and the 
Rif (Northern Morocco). The Cmltinental crust of the Alb
oran Domain has been th:itm.ed during the early and mid
dle :Miocene. Therefore, its mechanical behaviOln: cmrtrasts 
with that SurrOilllding tectonic blocks. The active tectonics 
of the Alboran Basin is mainly characterised by the relevant 
strike-slip fault systems; active since at least the late Tor
tonian times (7-9 Ma) (Bourgois et al, 1992; Comas et al., 
1992; Woodside and Maldonado, 1992). l\.vo families of 
conjugate strike-slip fault systems are active in the Alboran 
Basin The main branches of this cmljugate system are the 
left-lateral system that runs from Ahneria in South-Eastern 
Spain towards El Jebha in Northern Morocco, known as 
the Trans-Alboran Shear Zone (fASZ) (Larouziere et al., 
1988; Fernandez-Ibanez et al, 2007); and the right-lateral 
that runs from Northern Algeria towards Malaga in Southern 
Spain The NE-SW trending structures have been described 
as transIIessive, being mainly left-lateral with dip-slip re
verse component (BOln:gois et al., 1992; Watts et al., 1993; 
Martinez-Diaz, 2002; Masana et al., 2(04; Booth-Rea et al., 
2004; Gracia et al., 2()()5), while the WNW-ESE structru:es 
are mainly right-lateral presenting normal dip-slip compo
nent in some areas (A1varez-Marr6n, 1999). 

Just as the sources of Northern Algeria, these faults are 
part of the database of ts1ll1.alTligenic SOln:Ces generated in the 
TRANSFER IIoject and a detailed study of these has been 
carried out by Alvarez-G6mez et al., 201Oa. In this work, 

the authors cmnpiled works in oceanography and tectonics of 
the basin, characterising a total of 10 fault segments and 12  
potential earthquake ruptures (including the pa;sible rupture 
of more than mle segment per event in the Carboneras fault). 
These are the sorn:ces usedin the AlboranSea area (Fig. 1). 

3 Numerical model 

The model used in the present study is the COMCar (Cor
nell Multi-grid Coupled TSilllami) Model. This model is 
based on the finite difference scheme and has been used 
to investigate several historical tsunami events in the past: 
1 %0 Chilean tsunami (liu et al., 1994), 1992 Flores Islands 
(Indonesia) tsilllami (Liu et al., 1995), 2(04 Indian Ocean 
tsunami (Wang and Liu, 2()()5) and 2003 Algerian tsilllami 
(Wmg and Liu, 2005). Additimlally, the model has been val
idated using the benclnnark cases proposed in the working 
frame of the Emopean Tsunami Project TRANSFER. The 
initial sea bottom deformation used to start the wave IIoP
agation has been cmnputed by means of the Okada (1985) 
equations from the rupture parameters shown in Table 1. 
We assume an ahnrnt instantaneous deformation that is fully 
transmitted to the sea bottom Reported values of rupture ve
locity over a fault in an earthquake range from 2 to 6k:m!s 
(YOlmg et al., 1989; Hartzell and liu, 1996; Sekiguchi and 
Iwata, 2002; Unmtlu et al., 2(04). Considering the water in
compressible, this deformation is translated instantaneously 
in sea surface distru:bance. 

The model solves both nonlinear and linear shallow water 
equations, adopting a modified leap-frog scheme. Its nesting 
capabilities make it possible to sinmlate tsilllami generation 
and its propagatiml from the somce zone to a given coastal 
area, considering the possible :irnm.datiml of coastal Zmles. 
In the Mediterranean region, earthquake-generated tsilllamis 
are expected to IIesent wave lengths between 20 and 5krn 
(Wmg and Liu, 20Cl5), while maximum water depths are of 
the order of 3krn. In these circumstances, wave dynamics 
can be considered mainly horizontal, the vertical accelera
tions being negligible and, thus, the pressure field can be as
sumed to be hy&:ostatic. The propagation of this kind of 
waves can be correctly sinmlated using the shallCM' water 
wave equations. In a Cartesian coordlnate system these equa
tions can be expressed as: 

Mass conservation equation: 

at ap aQ 
-+-+-�o 
at ax ay 

Momentum conservation equations: 

(1) 

ap ap2 aPQ at 
-+ - + -- +gH-+rxH-fQ=O (2) 
at ax 

ay 
ax 

ap aPQ aQ2 at 
&t+�+ ay +gH ay +ryH-fP=O (3) 



\\here t is the free surlace elevaticm above the mean sea 
level, x and y represent the longitude and latitude of the earth, 
rx and ry are the bottmn shear stress in the x-axis (pointing 
to the East) and y-axis pointing to the North, P and Q stand 
for the volrnne fiuxes (P = H u and Q = H v with u and v 

being the depth-averaged velocities in the longitude and lat
itude directicm), H is the total water depth (H = h +t) with 
h being the water depth, f represents the Coriolis parameter 
and g is the acceleraticm due to gravity. 

The sinmlation domain covers the Alboran and Algero
Balearic basins, in the Western Mediterranean regicm (Fig. 2. 
The cell size used is approximately 900 x 9CX)m (3dl 

x 30'1), 

the bathymetry data of GEBCO_03 (GEBCO, 2008) has been 
utilized \\k have used several nested grids, depending cm the 
detailed area, with a resoluticm of 450 x 450m (15" x 15"). 
These nested grids have been applied to the Alboran Sea 
and for each cme of the tlrree main Balearic Islands. For all 
the mnner:ical sinmlations a radiaticm boIDldary ccmdition has 
been cmISidered in the bOillldaries falling into the water re
gicm, while in all those boundaries separating wet and dry 
domains, a vertical wall conditicm has been adopted. 

We have computed tsunami travel times following the 
teclmique described byShokin et al. (1987) and implemented 
by Luis (20CJ7) (these travel times are shown as contours in 
the Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). If we assume that the tsunami 
wave length is nmch greater than the water depth, the tsunami 
tr;r.;el time can be computed taking into account orIly the wa
ter depth: r? = gh, where c stands for wave propagation 
speed, g is the acceleration of gravity and h is the water 

"'pili 

4 Results 

We present the results as IIl3J.=E of Maximrnn Wave Eleva
tion (:MWE) and Tsunami 1I:avel Times (T'IT) as ContOln:S 
on these map;. These IIl3J.=E are presented by area of inter
est, where we have generated a map for each tsunamigenic 
source. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the SOln:ces of the AlboranSeahave lit
tle impact cm the sea level in the Balearic Islands. In the case 
of the SOln:ces in Northern Algeria, the Westermnost sources 
would be a tlrreat to the South-Eastern coast of the Iberian 
Peninsula. For the former, the results are presented orIly in 
the AlboranSea, while for the latter the results are presented 
in the regional mesh to estimate the potential tlrreat cm the 
Iberian Peninsula. The sources of Northern Algeria have 
been propagated in greater detail on the Balearic Islands. 

4.1 Regional 

As mentioned above, the SOln:ces of the AlboranSea are not 
capable of generating :MWE large enough to be a risk in the 
Balearic Islands or to the Eastern coast of the Iberian Penin
sula. Figure 3 shows the :MWE map for the potentially more 

�ional grid (3 "x 30'') 

Locol grids (IS" x 5")!iI 18I!>ii 
4T 

�-

Fig. 2. Used grids. The regional grid hag a cell size of 30'1 and the 
local nested grids (shaded rectangles) have cell sizes of 15". 

dangerous SOln:ce of the Alboran basin, the Albaran Ridge 
South Eastern Fault segment (ARSFE). This sorn:ce gener
ates elevations arOillld the 0.5 m or greater in the Southern 
Spanish coast between Malaga and Granada while to Algero
Balearic basin elevations are minimal. 

North Western sources in Algeriamainly affect the islands 
of Ibiza and Formentera, unless the new sorn:ce introduced 
in this work (S-O in Fig. 3) which affects the South-Eastern 
Spanish coast and the provinces of Mmcia and A1icante with 
elevations greater than 1 m off the coast of Torrevieja (T in 
Fig. 3). The same S-O somce can generate maxinmm wave 
elevatimIS of just over 0.5m cm the coast of Formentera. S
I produces maxinmm elevatimIS in Ibiza and Formentera, 

greater than 1 ill, tut also off the coast of the Iberian Penin
sula this value is exceeded in front of the area of Benidorm 
The degree of influence of the S-2 and S-3 sorn:ces with 
respect to the Iberian Peninsula is nmch l(MIer, only caus
ing local elevations dooe to 0.5m between Cartagena and 
Benidorm (Ca and Bnin Fig. 3). The sources located further 
East, on the North Algerian coast, hardly affect the Iberian 
coast 

The wave generated at the nearest source of the North of 
Algeria takes about 20min to reach the nearest part of the 
Iberian coast, the area of Cartagena (Ca in Fig. 3). As the 
sorn:ce is situated farther East, the tsIDlami travel time to the 
Iberian coast increases. The tsunami travelling frmn source 
S-l takes about 25min, frmn sorn:ce S-2 about 30min and 
from the S-3 about 35min. The tsunami generated by these 
sorn:ces takes about 30min to reach Formentera, which is the 
dooest of the Balearic islands off the coast of Algeria. The 
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Fig. 3. Regiooal maximum wave elevation maps for the worst tsunamigenic source c{ the Albocan Sea acconing t«AIvarez-G6mez et al., 
3)lOa), the Alboran Ridge South Fault Eastern segment (ARSFE); and for the Nocthem Algerian sources worst cases for the South-Eastern 
Iberian Peninsula. The colour shading varies \'Jth the maximmn wave elevation as shown in the colour scale. The contours are the wave fronts 
in different time step;; frem the tslUlami generation time; in minutes. Black dots show the location of relevant popuiatioI1'l: G, Gibraltar; Ma, 
Malaga; N, Nador; A, Almeria; 0, Gran; Ca, Cartagena; Mu, Murcia; Ag, Alger; Be, Bejaia; :Mh, Mahon; P, Palma; Ib, Ibiza; Al, Alicante; 
En, Benidonn; T, Torrevieja; V, Valencia; CP, Ca'ltellon de la Plana; M, :Madrid. 

time is about 40-50min illltil it reaches Minorca, the m<Etre
mote island These times and elevations are seenin more de
tail later. A :tJwothetical tsrnlaIni caused in the Alboran Sea 
would take just over an horn: to reach the Balearic Islands, 
although, as mentioned above, the elevation of the W<Ne gen
erated :is minimal and probably would only be recorded by 
tide gauges. 

4.2 Alboran Sea 

If we compare Figs. 4 and 5 it becomes clear that the sources 
present in the former h<Ne more capacity to generate dan
gerous waves at the Spanish coast than in the latter. The 
Somces in Fig. 5 are all mainly of strike-slip type, which 

produce quite lCM' vertical deformation on the sea botiomfor 
the magnitude of the event. Only the structru:es with a more 
important reverse fault character, those related to the Alboran 
Ridge (ARNFE, ARSFE, ASFW and TBF), produce wave el
evatimIS in excess of 0.5 ill 

The Spanish coastal area moot affected by sources of the 
AIboranSea is known as ''Coota del Sol", between Marbella, 
in the province of Malaga and the area of Punta Entinas, near 
the city of Ahneria. In this area, especially on the coast of 
Granada, maxinmm wave elevations can locally exceed 1 ill 

These sources, located at the South-central area of the Albo
ran Basin, have estimated tsrnlaIni travel times to the "Costa 
del Sol" ranging from 15 ruin, off the coast of Ahneria and 
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Fig. 4. Maximmn wave elevation maps and estimated tslUlami travel times in the Alboran Sea. The shading represents the wave elevation 
value a'l shown in the colour scale at the bottom. The contours show the tsunami travel time in 5 min step;; from the source. ARNFE: Alboran 
Ridge Northern Fault East segment; ARNF\V: Albocan Ridge Northern Fault West segment; ARSFE: Alboran Ridge Southern Fault Ea'lt 
segment; ARSF\V: Albocan Ridge Southern Fault West segment; TBF: Totino BankFault; CFS: Carbonera'l Fault Southern segment. Black 
dots show the locatioo of relevant p�latioIlS: G, Gibraltar; :Mh, :Marbella; Ma, :Malaga; Or, Granada; A, Almeria; Ca, Cartagena; Mo, 
Motril; Ad, Adra; RM, Roquetas de Mar; Cr, Carbooeras; Mj, Mojacar; Ag, AguiJas; :Mz, Mazarron; Ne, Nerja. 

Granada for the ARNFE sorn:ce, up to 35min for the same 
source OIl the coast of Malaga. That is, in less than 30min 
moot of the ''Coota del Sol" would be hit by waves that might 
be of some importance. 

Strike.slip faults of the Alboran basin, the Carboneras and 
"Yusuf faults, do nothave a high potential to generate destruc· 
tive tsrnlarnis, although they could generate tsrnlarnis affect· 
ing the coastal infrastructru:e with a short travel time, less 
than 5min (Fig_ 5)_ 

4.3 Balearic Islands 

As mentioned previously, only the se:ism:ic sources in North· 
ern Algeria are capable of generating tsunamis with rele· 
vance to the Balearic Islands. The se:ism:ic sources consid· 
ered in the AlboranSea hardly pa;e a threat to these islands. 
Due to the directivity of propagation, perpendicular to the 
direction of the fault, each of the sorn:ces affects mainly the 
island that is placed in front Thus, Western SOln:ces mainly 

affect the :islands of Ibiza and Formentera, while the Eastern 
particularly affect the :island of Minorca. In this case, these 
sorn:ces h<Ne NE..sw direction, and will also affect the island 
of Majorca (see Figs. 1 and 2). 

4.3.1 Ibiza and Formentera 

The Western sources North of Algeria with E·W direction, 
the S·l and S·2, affect mainly the coast of Ibiza and For· 
mentera. Maxirmnn wave elevation values of 2 m  are ex· 
ceeded quite generally South of both :islands, especially 
South of the island of Formentera, where values exceeding 
4m are present in the vicinity of Cap de Barbaria (CB in 
Fig. 6). Another area particularly affected is located on the 
:island of Ibiza, the area of Es Canar, where the wave ele· 
vation also reaches 4m with the source S·2 (EC in Fig. 6). 
Besides these two major sources in Ibiza and Formentera, 
the sources S·3, S·4 and S·6 can also generate wave eleva· 
tions close to 2m The Cap de Barbaria area concentrates 
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Fig. 5. Maximmn wave elevation maps and estimated tslUlami travel times in the Alboran Sea. The shading represents the wave elevation 
value a'l sh(Mlll in the colour scale at the bottom. The contours show the tslUlami travel time in 5 min steps from the source. CFC: Carbon eras 
Fault Central segment; CFN: Carbonera'l FaultNocthernsegment; CFC+CFN: combinatioo ofboth segments; CFS +CFC +CFN: cOOlbina
tion of the three segments; YF\V: rusuf Fault Western segment; YFE: YusufFault Eastern segment. Black dots show the location of relevant 
populations: G, Gibraltar; :Mt, Marbella; Ma, Malaga; Gr, C1anada; A, Almeria; Ca, Cartagena; Mo, Motril; Ad, Adra; RM, Roquetas de 
Mar; Cr, Carboneras; Mj, Mojacar; Ag, AguiJas; :Mz, Mazarron; Ne, Nerja. 

important elevations as well as the NE end of the island of 
Ibiza. A potential tsunami generated in one of the sources 
S-I, S-2 or S-3 reaches the South-Eastern tip of Formentera 
in about 30min, and the island of Ibiza in just over 40min 
Tsunami sorn:ces S-4 andS-5 can take up to 5min lcmger to 
arrive, arOlll1d 35 and 45min,respectively, to Formenteraand 
Imza 

4.3.2 Majorca 

The island of Majorca, located in a central pooition, :is af
fected at a greater or lesser extent by all SOln:ces modelled 
in Northern Algeria, being the SOln:ces S-3, S-5, S-6 andS-8 
which generate a greater impact on the coast. Of these forn: 
sources the S-3 :is the highest risk, generating wave elevations 
above 1 m practically on all the South sides of the island, lo
cally greater than 2m The other three SOln:ces, S-5, S-6 and 
S-8, h<Ne agreater impact on the South-East part of the :island 

and also in the N orth-East, where maxirrrum W<Ne elevations 
greater than l m  are generated in the Bay of Alcudia (CP and 
PA in Fig. 7). 

Sources S-l, S-2, S-4, S-7 andS-9 are the cmes that have 
less impact on the :island These sources only generate max
imrnn wave elevations dooe to 1 ill, although above 0.5 m 
Somces S-7 and S-9 primarily affect the Eastern part of the 
:island, while the S-1, S-2 andS-4 especially cm the Western 
part. 

The tsIDlami travel time for the nearest somces is aroIDld 
30min to the island of Cabrera and 35 to the South coast of 
Majorca. The waves take about 20min lcmger to reach the 
bay of Palma (P in Fig. 7) and Alcudia (PA in 7), and 30min 
to reach the North side of the island. 
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Fig. 6. :Maximmn wave elevatioo maps and estimated tsunami travel times for the islands of Ibiza and Fonnentera. The shading represents 
the wave elevation value a'l sh(Mlll in the colour scale at the right. The contours show the tsunami travel time in 5 min step;; from the source. 
Black dots sh(Ml the locatioo of relevant populations: Ib, Ibiza; SE, Santa Eularia des Riu; EC, Es Canar; SA, Sant Antoni de Poct:many; LS, 
La Savina; CB, Cap de Barb:iria. 

4.3.3 Minorca 

Of all the sources, S-5 and S-8 are responsible for creat
ing the moot dangerous tsunamis for the :island of M:inorca. 
In both cases, maxirrnun wave elevations above 2 m  are 
generated in the South-East corner of the :island, and over 
1 ill generally throughout the South and East f�ades of the 
island (Fig. 8). In general the South-East rim is the area moot 
affected by all the tsrnlaInis. In addition to the SOln:ces S-5 
and S-8, there are others that generate tsunamis with maxi
nunn wave elevations above 1 ill, S-3, S-6 and S-9. Signif
icant maxirmnn W<Ne elevatiilllS are often also generated in 
the bay of Mah6n, the main city of the island, especially with 
sources S-3, S-5 andS-S. Regarding the tsunami travel time, 

in all cases this :is between 40 and 45 ruin, tahng about 20-
25 ruin more to reach the North side of the island and at low 
intensity. 

5 Discussion 

To better illlderstand the implications of the elevations cal
culated with om mnnerical models, we have to take into ac
count that the height of .flooding, or run-up, will be nmch 
higher than the elevatiO£L 

Run-up fornmlations can obtain the max:inmm.flood height 
at different cross-sections almJ.g the coast, depending on 
whether the tsunami W<Ne has broken or not, the tsilllami 
wave height, the water depth, the average coast slope and 



Fig. 7. Maximum wave elevation maps and estimated tsunami travel times for Majorca Island The shading represents the wave elevation 
value a'l shown in the colour scale at the right. The contours show the tslUlami travel time in 5 min steps frem the source. Black dots sh(MI 
the location of relevant p�lations: p. Palma; SR. Sa Rapita; CSI. Colbnia Sant Iordi; CF. Cala Figuera; CD. Cala D'Or; Po. Poctocristo; 
CM. Cala :Millor; CR. Cala Rajada; cp. Can Picafort; PA, Poct d'A1cudia; PP. Port de Pollem;a; PS. Poct de SoBer; PAn. Port d'Andratx; SP. 
Santa Pono:;a; PN. Portals Nous; SA. S' Arenal. 

other local parameters. 'Mth these fommlations max:inmm 
flood levels, associated with these tsIDlami waves, are ob
tained and allow a local flood mapping approximation. One 
of the formulations usedin this type of work :is the S)nolakis 
(1987) fommlation of run-up R: 

Non-breaking wave: 

Rjd= 2.831· (cotp)1/2. (H jd)5/4 (4) 

Bre aking wave: 

Rjd = 0.918· (H jd)O.w6 (5) 

where R is the run-up height, d the depth where the elevation 
is obtained, p the slope of the bottom and H the value of the 
elevation 

The long W<Ne breaking criteria of Gjevik and Pedersen 
(1981) is used to select the run-up fornmlation: 

Hjd> 0.8183. (cotp)-1O/9 (6) 

The mean crms-shore slope p between the shoreline 
and water depth (d = lOm), has been characterised along 

the coast in the peninsula and the islands. 'Mth mean 
slopes between 1: 1 0 (for areas with a mean sediment size 
D50= 10nnn) and 1:40 (for coastal areas with sediment size 
D50=G.5nnn). In both cases, the breaking criteria of Gjevik 
and Pedersen (1981) predicts breaking waves for elevations 
higher to some decimetres. 

According to the application of this fornmlation in other 
places such as the coast of Central America (Brizuela et al., 
2009), it works quite well in coastal areas where the tsIDlami 
generates flooding, presenting limitatiilllS in areas of water 
bodies like estuaries, river mouths, areas of wetiands, etc. 
The flooding achieved with this fommlation of run-up (S)n
olakis, 1987) in the coastal zone provides more conservative 
flood areas compared to the results of the mnnerical models. 
1h:is :is because the munerical model includes terms for dis
sipation by turbulence (breaking waves) and bottom friction, 
obtaining shorter flooding distances. 

If we use the breaking wave fornmlation with the threat 
level limits IIoposed by Tiberti et al. (2008), based on the 



Fig. 8. Maximum wave elevation map;; and estimated tsunami travel times for the :Minorca Island The shading represents the wave elevation 

value a'l shown in the colour scale at the right. The contours show the tslUlami travel time in 5 min steps from the source. Black dots sh(Ml 

the location of relevant pq>uiations: pP. Punta Prima; M, :Mah6n; C. Ciutadella. 
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Fig. 9. Qaph showing the wave elevation - nm-up height relation 

c{ Synolakis (1987) for a breaking wave. The thick vertical grid 

lines sh(Ml the threat levels c{ Tiberti et al. (2008). 

maxirrnun wave elevatiml for the 10m isobath. we obtain 
the following run-up heights (RH) for a slope of 1:20 (this 
slope influences the breaking criteria and the fornmlatiml of 

nml-breaking wave) (Fig. 9): 

No threat 
:MWE< 0.05m 
RH < 0.17 m (nml-breaking wave) 

Marine tln:eat 
0.05m::::;:MWE<0.5m 
0.17m::::; RH < 1.5m (breaking wave) 

Land tln:eat 
0.5m::::;:MWE<lm 
1.5 m::::; RH < 2.3m (breaking W<Ne) 

- Severe Land tln:eat 

Im::::;:MWE 
2.3m::::; RH (breaking w<Ne) 

In Table 2 a surmnary of the tln:eat level for each of the 
sOlu:ces over the SOllth-Eastem Spanish provinces of the 
Iberian peninsula and the Balearic Islands is presented The 

threat level has been assigned according to the classification 
used by Tiberti et al. (2003) to which we added a fourthlevel 



Table 2. TIr reat level of the considered sources on the Spanish coasts of the Iberian Peninsula and Balearic Islands depending on the 
Maximum Wave Elevation CM WE) at the isobath of l a m. The numbers refer to the level of threat: 0 -No threat (MWE < 0.05 m); 1-
Marine threat (O.OS m< MWE< O.S m); 2-Land threat (O.Sm < MWE < I m); 3-Severe Land threat (l m< MWE< 2m); 4-Severe 
Land threat with maximum wave elevations over 2 m C MWE > 2m). The " total" colunm shows the sum of the threat levels on the different 
provinces and islands. The % is the nonnalized threat. See text for further explanations. 

Iberian Peninsula 

Somce I Cadiz* Malaga Granada Ahneria Murcia 

Alboran 

ARNFE 
ARNFW 
AFSFE 
ARSFW 
TBF 

CFS 
CFC 
CFN 
CK:+CFN 
CFS +CFC +CFN 
YFW 
YFE 

S-O 

S-1 
S-2 

S-3 

S-4 

S-5 

S-6 

S-7 

S-8 

S-9 

Total 

% 

Algena 

0 
0 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

1 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

2.9 

1 
1 

2 
1 

2 
0 

0 

0 

0 
1 

0 

0 

1 

1 
1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

7.9 

1 1 
0 0 

2 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

0 1 

0 1 

0 1 
1 1 

1 1 

0 1 

1 2 
1 1 
1 1 

0 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

11 16 

7.9 11.4 
45% 

*In the Cadiz province only the Mediterranean coast and sources are considered 

for maximum wave elevations greater than 2 m, thus, giving 
a run-up height of 3.5 m (Fig. 9). To quantifY fhe proportion 
of the threat from each source and on each province or is
land. we have assigned points to fhe threat levels; from 0 for 
"no-threat"" level to 3 for "Land Severe Threat"". If fhe maxi
mum wave elevation overcomes fhe 2 m (3.5 m of run-up) fhe 
value that is given is 4 points. 

While it is true fhat fhe run-up height and fhe real dant
age of fhe wave depends largely on fhe detailed configura
tion of fhe bafhymetry and fhe coastal topography. fhis ap
proach allows us to establish threat levels in regions (usually 
large) where it is intpossible to conduct flood models wifh 
fhe required detail (Alien and Greenslade. 2008). In Fig. 9 
estintated values of ruo-up obtained wifh fhe formulation of 
Synolakis (1987) are shown. Table 2 also includes normal
ized values for fhe threat level. The relative contribution of 
each source to fhe total threat and fhe threat proportion of 
each province or island can fhen be easily obtained. 

As can be seen in Table 2, sources in Northern Algeria are 
more dangerous than those in the Alboran Sea, 11% versus 
23%. The Alboran Sea sources only pose a risk to fhe nearest 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
1 

0 

1 

3 
2 
2 
1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

12 

8.6 

I 
Balearic Islands 

I Alicante Ibiza Majorca Minorca Total 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

2 
2 
2 
1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

9 

6.4 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

2 
4 
4 

3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 

27 

19.3 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

1 

2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 

24 

17.1 
55% 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

1 

2 
2 
3 
2 
4 

3 
2 
4 

3 

26 
18.6 

3 
1 

6 

4 

5 

2 
1 

1 

1 
4 

2 
2 

14 

15 
15 

12 

9 

9 

11 

6 

9 

8 

140 

2.1 
0.7 
4.3 
2.9 
3.5 
1.4 
0.7 23% 
0.7 
0.7 
2.9 
1.4 
1.4 

10 
10.7 
10.7 
8.6 
6.4 
6.4 77% 

7.9 
4.3 
6.4 
5.7 

coast and especially by fhose sources related to fhe Alboran 
Ridge. As for fhe sources of Northern Algeria. fhe Western 
ones pose a greater risk because of fheir ability to also affect 
fhe Soufh-Eastern coast of fhe Iberian Peninsula (Fig. 3). If 
we only consider the islands then the sources that pose the 
greatest threat are fhe S-3. S-5. S-6 and S-8. giving each one 
a total of 9 points of threat on fhe islands. The source wifh 
less danger from fhe North of Algeria would be fhe S-7. pro
posed as possibly responsible for fhe earfhquake and tsuoanti 
of Djijelli in 1856 (Alvarez-GOmez et al.. 2010b; Roger and 
Hebert.2008). 

The Soufhern coast of fhe Iberian Peninsula. despite be
ing exposed mainly to less dangerous tsunamigenic sources, 
has 45% of fhe total threat (Table 2). This is due to fhe 
large extent of exposed coast in contrast to the Balearic Is
lands. The province of Almeria is fhe more exposed of fhe 
peninsula. wifh more fhan 10% of total threat. followed by 
Murcia. Malaga and Granada. In fhe case of fhe Balearic Is
lands. fhe three islands have a very sintilar degree of threat. 
arouod fhe 20% of fhe total each. 
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The provinces most likely to be affected by sources of the 
Alboran Sea are Malaga and Granada. The sources of the 
Alboran Sea with a higher risk of generating tslUlamis are 

those in tlte Alboran Ridge. The generated tsunamis would 
take less Ulan 30 min to reach the coast. The Carboneras and 
Yusuf faults do not have a high potential for tsunami gen
eration, but due to its proximity to Ule coast could generate 

major submarine landslides, giving way to local tsunamis. 
The Balearic Islands would not be affected by tsunamis 

generated in the Alboran Sea, however, all sources of North
ern Algeria generate "land" or "severe" threats to all Ule is
lands, with tsunami travel times ranging from 30 to 45 min. 
On Ule islands of Ibiza and Minorca are also recorded the 

highest maximum elevations, with heights that may pass the 
four-metre mark locally. 

The results obtained in this work, and presented as a sum

mary in Table 2, are a particularly useful tool for plaJUling 
future regional and local warning systems, as well as to set 
research priority on detailed tsunami risk depending on Ule 
degree of tlueat presented. It would be of particular interest 
to conduct detailed research in the Balearic Islands and the 
South-Eastern margin of the Iberian Peninsula. 
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